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DM is everywhere!
But we do not know what it is
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but is it related to Particle Physics?
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since the gauge can be fixed by imposing ⌅DM = 0 at the initial
time but not at all times. For simplicity, we implemented
the DM–⇥ interactions in the Newtonian gauge only. All
equations in this section refer to that gauge, assuming a flat
universe and taking derivatives with respect to conformal
time, ⌥. Our notation is consistent with Ref. [44].
A.

Modified Boltzmann equations

In the absence of DM interactions, the Boltzmann equations
simplify to the following Euler equations:
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where ⌅b , ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
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withstress
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is the gravitational potential, k is the comoving
wavenumber, H = (ȧ/a) is the conformal Hubble rate, R ⇥
A consequence
of Silk damping (Nature, 1966)
(3/4)(⇧
b /⇧⇥ ) is the ratio of the baryon to photon density, cs
is the baryon sound speed and ⇤˙ ⇥ a ⌃ c n is the Thomson
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Fig. 9.— (left) Upper limits on the present abundance of PBHs. The thick lines are the results obtained in the present work. Th
lines show the upper limits using WMAP3 data (CMB anisotropies) for two values of the black hole duty cycle fduty = 1 and 0.
dashed lines show the limits using FIRAS data (CMB spectral distortions) at 95% and 68% confidence. The other lines refer to p
upper limits from microlensing (EROS and MACHO experiments) and dynamical constraints (see introduction). (Right) Upper lim
the abundance of PBHs at the epoch of their formation β as a function of their mass. We assume that the mass of PBHs is a fractio
of the mass of the horizon at the epoch of their formation. The thick curves show the upper limits obtained in the present work a
thin dotted curve are limits from the EROS collaboration (microlensing experiment).
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4.4. Future projects and complementarity
Existing results and projected sensitivities for the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon interactions as a
function of the WIMP mass are summarized in Figure 3, adapted from [91]. In spite of observed anomalies
in a25 handful of experiments, that could be interpreted as due to WIMPs, albeit not consistently, we have
10
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Summary for spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon scattering results. Existing
on cross section at 95% confidence level for DM annihilationlimits
to from the noble gas dark matter exZEPLIN-III [69], XENON10 [71],
Sph, as well as the combined limits (dashed red line) from periments
the
[75], and LUX [39], along with
ndidate is a dSph and use an estimate of the J-factor basedXENON100
on
projections for DarkSide-50 [85], LUX [39],
nt best limits derived from a joint analysis of fifteen previously
DEAP3600 [90], XENON1T, DarkSide G2,
XENONnT (similar sensitivity as the LZ
project [92], see text) and DARWIN [93] are
shown. DARWIN is designed to probe the
entire parameter region for WIMP masses
tut de Ciencies de l’Espai (IEEC/CSIC), the Institut
above ⇠6 GeV/c2 , until the neutrino background (yellow region) will start to dominate
de Fisica d’Altes Energies, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, the Ludwig-Maximilians Universität and the
therecoil spectrum. Experiments based on the
mK cryogenic technique such as SuperCDMS
associated Excellence Cluster Universe, the University
[94] and EURECA [95] have access to lower
WIMP masses. Figure adapted from [91].
of Michigan, the National Optical Astronomy ObservaFigure 3:
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DM particles need to be massive (there are exceptions)
but we can’t distinguish WDM from CDM yet.
This assumes no DM interaction!
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DM can be light, interacting and behave almost like WDM
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Questioning the relic density argument
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can DM be lighter than GeV? no but…!
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this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
⌅˙ DM = k2
H ⌅DM ,
(3)
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
where ⌅b , ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
Planck satellite [41], one can set a limit on DM–⇥ interactions
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II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS
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G. 3: A comparison between the T T angular power spectra for the maximally allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10 4 ), and the
year WMAP [3] and one-year Planck [41] best-fit data. Also plotted are the full 3-year data from the SPT [4] and ACT [5] telescopes. On
left, we see a suppression of power with respect to WMAP-9 and Planck for ⇤ & 3000 and on the right, we give our prediction for the T T
mponent of the angular power spectrum at high ⇤.
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G. 4: The effect of DM–⌅ interactions on the B-modes of the
gular power spectrum, where the ⇥ strength of the interaction
characterised by u ⇤ ⇧DM ⌅ /⇧Th [mDM /100 GeV] 1 (with a
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FIG. 5: The influence of DM–⌅ interactions on the matter power
spectrum, where ⇥the astro-ph/0112522
strength of the interaction is characterised by
u ⇤ ⇧DM ⌅ /⇧Th [mDM /100 GeV] 1 (with a constant ⇧DM ⌅ ) and
we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters from Ref. [41]. The
Dark Oscillations damped oscillations at large
new coupling produces (power-law)astro-ph/0406355
scales, reducing the number of small-scale structures, thus allowing
the cross section to be constrained. For allowed (constant) DM–⌅
cross sections (u . 10 4 ), significant damping effects are restricted
to the non-linear regime (k & 0.2 h Mpc 1 ).

Structure formation is sensitive to DM interactions!
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astro-ph/0309652

same evolution as for WDM

DM-neutrino interactions
R. Wilkinson, CB, J. Lesgourgues arXiv:1401.7597
astro-ph/0606190, arXiv:0911.4411,arXiv:astro-ph/0406355, arXiv:1310.2376, arXiv:astro-ph/0202496 [astro-ph], arXiv:1311.2937
[astro-ph.CO], arXiv:1207.3124 [astro-ph.CO], arXiv:1209.5752 [astro-ph.CO], arXiv:1212.6007
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Impact on cosmological parameters
DM-nu interactions arXiv:1401.7597
CMB alone

Planck

Higher H0 (shorter lifetime of the Universe)
because of the additional source of damping!

The Milky Way for interacting DM
C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhJHN6z_0ek

C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al
arXiv:1404.7012

arXiv:1412.4905
arXiv:1512.06774

C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al

(same with neutrinos)
(factor 100 better than CMB)

The local Universe constrains Particle Physics interactions!!!

Numbers of MW satellite galaxies
C.B, J. Schewtschenko, R. Wilkinson, C. Baugh, S. Pascoli,
arXiv:1404.7012
CDM prediction is
well above observation

small satellites

Interacting DM agrees
with observation

Too many interactions

Solve the MW satellite problem!

Sterilise the MW!
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Differences with CDM
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LSS in the Universe
are modified too!
arXiv:1404.7012

lengths 100/h Mpc and 300/h Mpc
10243 particles

•
S – evolution of QLF
Future LSS experiments can set
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bounds
• SDSS per year
ape
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Other Dark Matter interactions

Dark Matter - Dark radiation
1512.05349

Late-time interactions
Figure 1. Large-scale DM clustering in CDM (left) and DDM with Γ−1 = 40 Gyr, Vk = 100 km/s (right) of a 10 h−1 M pc deep slice in the 50 ×
50 h−2 Mpc2 cosmological box at z = 0. The color scheme indicates the line-of-sight projected square of the density to emphasize the locations of dense
structures, such as halos within filaments. The large-scale structure of the CDM and DDM simulations are virtually identical.

1406.0527

Figure 2. Small-scale structure in a Milky Way mass halo (Z12) in CDM (left) and DDM models with Γ−1 = 40 Gyr and Vk = 100 km/s (middle) and Γ−1
= 10 Gyr and Vk = 20 km/s (right) within 260 kpc of the halo centers at z = 0. The color scheme indicates the line-of-sight projected square of the density in
order to emphasize the dense structures such as the host halo interiors and the associated subhalos. The DDM halos have slightly more diffuse central regions.
The abundance and structure of subhalos are altered significantly compared to CDM in both of the DDM simulations presented.

light daughters have no effect on halo properties, and they have negligible effect on the expansion rate of the Universe and the growth
of structure, even at late times, because their abundance is strongly
suppressed by the small mass loss fraction (Wang & Zentner 2012).

ΩΛ =0.734, ns =0.963, h=0.71, and σ8 =0.801. In each case, we have
identified halos using the publicly available Amiga Halo Finder
(AHF) (Knollmann & Knebe 2009) code. The halo radius can be
defined as the radius of a sphere within which the average density
is ∆vir times larger than the background density ρb of the Universe:

“Astrometric” Science with Theia

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

Relative Astrometry ; point and stare
sub-Micro arcsecond precision + photometry (optical, 350-1000nm)
More than 200 participants

Open observatory (15 %) complementary science
fields of observations fixed by a call prior to the mission

Graphisme : Roxane Arleo

22 countries: UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Poland,
Portugal,Sweden, The Netherlands, Hungary, Greece, Denmark, Austria,
Finland, USA, Brazil, China, Canada, India, Israel, Japan.

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

Medium-size successor of Gaia
Historically motivated by exoplanets
Dark Matter (70% of observational time)
Exoplanets

isme : Roxane Arleo

Neutron stars

THEIA

Principle

Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

distanc
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Earth

6 months
later

parallax
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S

Proper motion

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

The 1000 brightest stars in Draco
have magnitudes R = 17.5 to 20.5

Draco seen in one single shot

Graphisme : Roxane Arleo

R < 22 stars in dwarfs such
as Draco and Ursa Minor

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

Pessimistic case (CCDs)
Degeneracy between the radial
DM profile and orbital anisotropy
quantifies whether stellar orbits
are more radial or more tangential in the Jeans equation (Binney
& Mamon 1982).

Graphisme : Roxane Arleo

Adding proper motions
can help removing these
degeneracies!

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

Dark Matter
in dSphs

CDM halos can be heated by bursty star
formation inside the stellar half light radius
R1/2, if star formation proceeds for long enough.
Some dSphs like Fornax have formed stars for
almost a Hubble time and so should have large
central dark matter cores, while others, like
Draco and Ursa Major2 should retain their
steep central dark matter cusp.
But it depends on the DM nature.

Graphisme : Roxane Arleo

We can tell how DM is distributed
and discriminate between cusp/core
distributions
Theia can probe self-interactions

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

Dark Matter
Triaxiality of halos

Hypervelocity stars
• v > vesc ~ 500 km/s
• > 20 known today
• Too far/too faint to be seen by Gaia
• Likely originate from Galactic Center
trajectories (transverse motions) measure shape of MW potential

prolate
(ΛCDM)

spherical
Graphisme : Roxane Arleo

oblate

10 µas/yr accuracy required Gnedin+05
Theia → axis ratios to ∆(c/a) = 0.05

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

Dark Matter
Masses of sub halos

subhalos
halo
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Graphisme : Roxane Arleo

in disk

vertical velocity (km/s)

Largest effect when subhalo passes through disk still visible after 1st passage

2 SCIENCE CASE

125 Myr

75 Myr

25 Myr

25 Myr

75 Myr

125 Myr

Before

After

Fig. 2.6: Face-on view of the evolution of the perturbation of a Galactic Disc due to a DM subhalo of mass 3% of the
mass of the disc crossing the disc from above. The upper and lower panels are before and after the crossing, respectively,
for different times 125, 75 and 25 Myr before the crossing and 25,75,125 Myr after (from left to right). The mean
displacementColorbar:
amplitude is indicated
in the
color bar, while the contours indicate the amplitude of the bending mode
mean
displacement
in velocity space, using plain lines for positive values and dashed lines for negative values. The green line shows the
contours amplitude of bending modes in velocity space
projected orbit of the subhalo (dashed line after the impact with the disc). The green triangle shows the current location
of the subhalo
on its orbit.
are our potential
lines
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lines
= of- sight for Theia, spaced by 10 in longitude with one
pointing above the plane and one below the plane, that would allow us to map the disc perturbation behind the Galactic
triangle = actual location of sub halos
Center.

THEIA
Microarcsecond Astrometric Observatory

80cm primary mirror
Mission duration : 4yr (built for 8 yrs)
Optics: Zerodur, ULE or Sitall
Structures: SiC or Si3N4
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Korsch on-axis TMA telescope with controlled optical aberrations

4 mirrors

Understanding the nature of DM
weakly interacting

massive particle
how do we know?
from structures!

…?

with CUT-OFF!
WDM

Not necessarily.
Data should tell!
mDM & 3keV

Conclusion
DM can have interactions
DM interactions do change the local properties
(even when primordial)
DM interactions can change H0

